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Introduction 
The theory of radicals was recently extended by the introduction 
of the zeroid radical of a ring, defined by L. FucHS [2]. The zeroid 
radical is based on the concept of zerofactor. Firstly a new notion called 
left- and right-zeroid is introduced, which is a rather special case of 
left- resp. right-zerofactor. The zeroid radical will then be defined as 
the meet of the join of allleft-zeroid and the join of all right-zeroid ideals. 
In the present note a generalization of the zerofactors is given by the 
definition of elements related to an ideal. Elements related to an ideal 
were used by N. H. McCoY [l] for commutative rings'. For non-com-
mutative rings we obtain some results which are quite similar to those 
of McCoy. The zerofactors are the elements which are related to the zero-
ideal. In § l the maximal ideals belonging to an ideal a are defined as 
the ideals which are maximal with respect to the property of being related 
to an ideal a. Using these ideals, we obtain in § 2 the a-radical as the 
intersection of all maximal ideals belonging to a. The zeroid radical 5- is 
the (0)-radical, and we can use now the 5--radical in order to obtain a 
sufficient condition that the zeroid radical of the residue class ring 
modulo 5- is zero (theorem 3). 
In § 3 the primal ideals are defined for non-commutative rings, analogous 
to the definition of L. FucHS [3] for commutative rings. However, our 
definition is not the same as that of CH. W. CuRTISS [4]. If we suppose 
that the maximal zero-factor ideals, which have the zeroid radical as 
their intersection, are primal and the number of ideals is finite, we obtain 
some results with respect to the maximal prime ideals belonging to the 
zeroid radical (theorems 4, 5 and 6). These results are similar to those 
of CuRTISS [ 4] for his primal decompositions. 
l. Maximal prime ideals belonging to an ideal. 
Definition l. An element b of R is said to be left related to the 
ideal a 1) (abbreviated: l-related to a) if there exists an element r of R 
not in a such that br = O(a). 
In view of this definition b is left unrelated to a if and only if the 
1) In this paper, the word "ideal" will always mean two-sided ideal. 
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congruence bx = O(a) implies that x = O(a). Changing the roles of left 
and right, we may introduce analogously the notion of right related 
(r-related) element. 
Definition 2. An ideal b is l-related to a if every element of b is 
l-related to a. 
Otherwise, b is l-unrelated to a. Similarly we may define an ideal which 
is r-related to a. In any ring R, the elements l-related to the ideal (0) are 
just the left-zero-divisors; all other elements are l-unrelated to (0). 
Thus we have a generalization of the concept of left- and right-zero-
divisor. In fact, it may be noted that an element c of R is l-related to the 
ideal a if and only if the element c of the residue class ring Rfa is a left-
zero-divisor in Rfa. (In the literature, one finds "b is prime (not prime) 
to a" in place of our "b is unrelated (related) to a." The words "related" 
and "unrelated" are also used by McCoY [l] p. 108 cf. footnote). 
It may be pointed out that the set M1 of all elements of R which are 
l-unrelated to a is a multiplicative system. For if c and d are l-unrelated 
to a, a congruence cdx - O(a) implies that dx = O(a) and this, in turn, 
implies that x = O(a). Hence cd is l-unrelated to a, and is therefore an 
element of M l· 
If two sets or'" elements of R have no elements in common, we may say 
that either of these sets does not meet the other. For example, an ideal b 
which is l-related to a, does not meet the set M l· 
Now we can prove: 
Lemma. Let M be a multiplicative system in R, and c an ideal 
which does not meet M. Then cis contained in an ideal p which is maximal 
in the class of ideals which do not meet M. The ideal p is necessarily a 
prime ideal. 
Proof. The existence of p follows at once from an application of 
Zorn's lemma to the set of all ideals which contain c but do not meet M. 
There remains to show that p is necessarily a prime ideal. To this end 
let us assume that a* =J= O(p), b* =J= O(p) and show that a*b* =J= O(p) 
for any ideals a* and b* in R. Now the maximal property of p implies 
that (p, a*) contains an element mt of M, and likewise (p, b*) contains 
an element m2 of M. Thus there exist elements at of a*, bt of b* such 
that mt- at(.\)), m2 = bt(.\)). Since M is a multiplicative system which 
does not meet p, it follows that mtm2 =J= O(p). But from mt =at(.\)) and 
m2- bt(P) it is clear that mtm2- atbt(P) and so atbt =J= O(p). However, 
a*b* contains the element atbt, and thus a*b* =J= O(p). This shows that 
p is a prime ideal. .·· 
Since the multiplicative system M 1 does not tneet the ideal (0), the 
lemma asserts the existence of at least one ideal which is maximal in the 
class of all ideals l-related to a, and that each such maximal ideal is 
necessarily prime. 
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Definition 3. An ideal which is maximal in the set of all ideals 
l-related to a is called a maximal l-prime ideal belonging to a. 
Expressed otherwise, an ideal .\) is a maximal l-prime ideal belonging 
to a if and only if .\) is l-related to a but any ideal n such .. that .\) C n is 
l-unrelated to a. It may be remarked that the maximal r-prime ideals 
belonging to a are defined in a similar way. 
We now. show that a is contained in every maximal l-prime ideal .\) 
belonging to a. Consider the sum (a,.\)) of the ideals a and.\), and let a+p 
be any element of this sum, where a E a, p E.\). Since .\) is,l-related to a, 
we have pr = O(a) for some r not in a. Hence (a+p)r = O(a), that is, 
a+p is l-related to a. Thus (a,.\)) is l-related to a and, since .\) C (a,.\)), 
the maximal property of.\) shows that .\)=(a,.\)). This, however, implies 
that a C.\), and the desired conclusion is reached. In the same way we 
may show that a is contained in every maximal r-prime ideal.\)* belonging 
to a. 
Theorem l. Every ideal which is l-related to a is contained in a 
maximal l-prime ideal belonging to a. 
Proof. If b is an ideal l-related to a, the multiplicative system Mz, 
which consists of the elements of R l-unrelated to a, contains no element 
of b. The lemma then shows the existence of a maximal l-prime ideal .\) 
belonging to a such that b C.\). Likewise, every ideal which is r-related 
to a is contained in a maximal r-prime ideal belonging to a. 
2. The intersection of maximal prime ideals. 
Definition 4. If the ideal b has the property that b + c is l-related 
to a, whenever c is l-related to a, then b is a left a-ideal. 
Obviously a left a-ideal is necessarily l-related to a. The existence of 
left a-ideals is guaranteed by the fact that in any ring the ideal a is a 
left a-ideal. 
The sum of two left a-ideals is also one. For, suppose b and c are two 
left a-ideals and b is any ideal l-related to a. As c is a left a-ideal, c + b 
is an ideall-related to a and hence, b being left a-ideal, (b +c)+ b = b + (c+ b) 
is an ideal l-related to a. This proves that b + c is a left a-ideal, as stated. 
Hence it is easy to conclude that the join of all left a-ideals is again a 
left a-ideal. It will be called the left a-radical of R and denoted by t<l)(a). 
Analogously we may introduce the notion of right a-ideal and then define 
the right a-radical t<r>(a) of R as the join of all right a-ideals. 
Theorem 2. The left a-radical t<ll(a) of R is equal to the inter-
section of all maximal l-prime ideals belonging to a. 
Proof. Suppose t<ll(a) does not belong to some maximal l-prime 
ideal .\). Then t(ll(a) + .\) is not l-related to a in violation of the fact that 
t<l)(a) is a left a-ideal. Hence t(ll(a) C.\) for all maximal l-prime ideals 
belonging to a. 
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Conversely, if b is the intersection of all maximal l-prime ideals and 
b is any ideal l-related to a then some maximal l-prime ideal .\) contains 
b (Theorem I), and therefore b+n ~ .\). This establishes that b+b is 
l-related to a, i.e. b is a left a-ideal and contained in t(l>(a) in fact. 
It follows now immediately that the right a-radical t<r>(a) of R is 
equal to the intersection of all maximal r-prime ideals belonging to a. 
In order to obtain a radical which is left-right symmetric, we define the 
a-radical t(a) of R as the intersection of its left- and right a-radicals: 
t(a)=t<Z>(a)f"\t<r>(a). From Theorem 2 it follows: the a-radical t(a) of 
R is the intersection of all maximall-prime and maximal r-prime ideals 
belonging to a. 
If a is the zero ideal (0) in R, then the maximal prime ideals belonging 
to (0) are the maximal l- and r-zerofactor ideals in R, defined by L. 
FucHS [2]. An element b of R, which is l-related to (0), is called a l-zero-
factor. An ideal .\) is a maximal l-zerofactor if it is maximal with respect 
to the property of being a l-zerofactor ideal. If the ideal b has the property 
that b + c is a l-zerofactor whenever c is a l-zerofactor ideal, then b is 
called a l-zeroid ideal. The sum of two l-zeroid ideals is also one. The 
join of all l-zeroid ideals- which is again a l-zeroid ideal- is called the 
left-radical of R and denoted by 3<1>. Analogously the right-radical 3<r> 
is the join of all r-zeroid ideals. L. Fuchs defines the zeroid radical 3 of 
R as the intersection of its left- and right-radicals: 3 = 3<1> f"\ 5<r> and he 
proves that the left-radical 3m of R is equal to the intersection of all 
maximal l-zerofactor ideals. 
A radical has to satisfy the following requirements: 
(i) It has to be an ideal. 
(ii) The residue class ring modulo the radical must have zero radical 
according to the same radical definition. 
Often a third condition is required: 
(iii) In case the descending chain condition holds (for r-ideals) the radical 
has to coincide with the classical one. 
Now the radical 3 of Fuchs satisfies conditions (i) and (iii) (cf. [2], 
Theorem 5). Whether or not the same result holds as to condition (ii) 
is an open question. If the maximal l-prime ideals and the maximal 
r-prime ideals belonging to 3 are denoted by {.))~'}, then 3 ~ .\)~' for all .\)~', 
as we have seen. By Theorem 2 we have 5 ~ t<Z>(3) f"\ r<r>(3) = t(3). 
Now we can prove: 
Theorem 3. If 5=t(5), then the zeroid radical of R/5 is zero. 
Proof. To prove this, let a be an element of the zeroid radical of 
R/5 and thus a is contained in all maximal l- and r-zerofactor ideals in 
R/5· If a =I= 0, a ¢. 0(5), and hence a is not contained in t(3). This means, 
a is not contained in some.\)~'' say.\). Since a ¢. 0(.))), .lJ/5 does not contain a. 
But, as .\) is a maximal prime ideal belonging to 5, it is clear that .\J/3 
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is a maximal zerofactor in R/3· This contradiction shows that we must 
have ii= 0, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. Primal ideals. 
Definition 5. An ideal a is a primal ideal, if the elements which 
are l-related to a form an ideal.):>. The ideal.):> is called the adjoint ideal of a. 
This definition is used by FucHS for commutative rings [3]. If a is a 
primal ideal, there is only one maximal l-prime ideal belonging to a, 
namely .):>. In Rfa the l-zerofactors form the ideal .):>fa. If 3<1> = m1 is the 
only maximal l-zerofactor ideal in R or if (0) is a primal ideal, then 
3!ll = m1 C -IJ*, where -IJ* is a maximal l-prime ideal belonging to 3<1>. 
If a E -IJ*, then there exists an element b ¢ 3!ll such that ab E 3!ll. Then 
there exists an element c =1= 0 such that abc= 0. As b ¢ 3<1>, be =1= 0, for 
3<1> = m1 is the only maximal l-zerofactor ideal in R. Therefore a is a 
l-zerofactor and a E m1=3<1>. Thus we have 3<1>=m1=.\J* and 3<1>=r!ll(3). 
Definition 6. The intersection a= 91 n ... n 9n is irredundant if no 
9t divides its complement 91 n ... 9t-1 n 9tH n ... n 9n· 
Let 3<1> = m1 n ... n mn be an irredundant representation of the left-
zeroid radical 3<1> by a finite number of maximal l-zerofactor ideals mt, 
which are primal with adjoint prime ideals .\:>t(i= l, ... , n). Then we can 
develop some theorems which are similar to those on the intersection of 
primary ideals. 
Theorem 4. An element b of R is l-related to 3!ll if and only if it 
is in the union of the prime ideals .\:>t(i = l, ... n). 
Proof. First, suppose that b is l-related to 3<1> and that br = 0(3<1>) 
with r ¢ 0(3!ll). Then r is not in all mt, as otherwise it would be in 3(!); 
hence suppose that r ¢ O(m1). Thus, since 3!ll C m1, we have br = O(m1), 
r ¢ O(m1) and this implies that b is l-related to m1 and b E .):>1. Conversely, 
let b be in the union of the .\:>t( i = l, ... , n) and for convenience suppose 
that b = 0(.):>1) and hence bs = O(m1) for some s ¢ O(m1). Since the 
assumed representation of 3!Zl is irredundant there exists an element c 
of m2 n ms ... n mn which is not in m1. From s ¢ O(m1), c ¢ O(m1) it 
follows that there exists an element x E R such that sxc ¢ m1, as m1 is 
a prime ideal [5]. Clearly bsxc _ 0(3!ll), sxc ¢ 0(3!l>), therefore b is 
l-related to 3-(l). 
Theorem 5. If an ideal b is contained in the union of the prime 
ideals .\J'I(i = l, ... n), then b C .\:>t for some i. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The desired result is obvious 
if n = l ; we therefore assume the result for fewer than n prime ideals. 
Suppose that b is not in the union of any n- l of the prime ideals 
.\J'I(i = l, 2, ... n). Then, for each j, there exists an element bi of b which 
is in .\Ji but not in any .\:>t for i =1= j. As b2 ¢ .):>1, bs ¢ .)h there exists an element 
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x1 E R such that b2x1ba ¢: .\JI· As b2x1bs ¢: -\)1, b4 ¢: .\)1 we have b2x1bax2b4 ¢: .\)1 
for some x2 E R. By repeating in this way we finally arrive at Xn-2 E R 
such that b2x1ba ... Xn-2bn ¢: -\)1. In the same way we construct an element 
b1y1bay2 ... Yn-2bn which does not belong to -\)2, where y1, y2, ... Yn-2 are 
suitable elements of R. The last element, obtained by this process is 
b1z1b2z2 ... Zn-2bn-1 rf: .\Jn· 
Now the sum of these elements is an element of b and therefore is in 
some .\)t, say -\)1. It follows that b2x1ba ... Xn-2bn - 0(.\)1) which is im-
possible by the construction above. Hence b is in the union of some n- l 
of the prime ideals .\)t(i = l, 2, ... n) and, by the hypothesis of the induction, 
must therefore be contained in some .\Jt· 
By Theorem 4 the ideals .\)t are l-related to ~(l) and, by Theorems 4 
and 5, any ideal l-related to ~(I) is contained in some one of the .\Jt· 
Hence the maximal l-prime ideals belonging to ~<t> are just the prime 
ideals which are maximal in the set {.\Jt}. We have the 
Theorem 6: If ~(l) = m1 n ... n mn is an irredundant representation 
of the left-zeroid radical ~(t) as the intersection of maximal l-zerofactor 
ideals mt, which are primal with adjoint prime ideals .\)t(i = l, ... n), 
then the maximal l-prime ideals belonging to ~(t) are the prime ideals 
which are maximal in the set {.\Jt}. 
Corollary. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 6 the left-
zeroid radical ~(l) is primal if and only if one prime ideal .\Ji divides all 
other .\Jt· Then .\Ji is adjoint to ~(l). 
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